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ABSTRACT

In this paper we experimentally study the context tree cod-

ing of contours in two alternative chain-code representa-

tions. The contours of the image regions are intersect-

ing, resulting in many contour segments, each contour

segment being represented by its starting position and a

subsequence of chain-code symbols. A single stream of

symbols is obtained, under a given ordering of the seg-

ments, by concatenating their subsequences. We present

efficient ways for the challenging task of ordering the con-

tour segments. The necessary starting positions and the

chain-code symbols are encoded using context tree cod-

ing. The coding is performed in a semi-adaptive way,

designing at the encoder by dynamical programming the

context tree, whose structure is encoded as side informa-

tion. The symbols are encoded using adaptively collected

distributions at each context of the encoded tree. We study

for depth map images and fractal images the tree-depth of

the optimal context tree and the similarity of the context

trees resulted to be optimal for each image.

1. INTRODUCTION

Contours compression is a well-studied topic, needed in

several applications, e.g., transmission of image segmen-

tations, object based video coding, depth map image com-

pression, and transmission of digital maps. Choosing the

best contour representations plays an important role in the

efficiency of the contour compression. In image segmen-

tation applications, the segmentation is stored using the

contour map that contains contour segments, which are

usually compressed lossless.

In depth image compression the contour compression

is used in a lossless [1] or lossy [2] approach where the

initial image is represented using two entities: an image

segmentation (contour map), that divides the initial image

into regions characterized by different properties; and a

region value map. At the decoder, both entities are used

together with a region filling algorithm to obtain the initial

image.

The most used techniques for representing the contour

maps are based on the principle of chain coding, using one

of the available forms. In [3] vector and raster maps are

compressed using the Freeman F8 chain-code, first intro-

duced by Freeman [4]. In [5] various chain codes, as F4,

AF4, F8, AF8, and 3OT were compared for representing

and lossless compressing by context tree coding the con-

tours of bi-level images, resulting in 3OT and AF4 being

the best performers.

In contrast to the previous methods, that are using 1D

contexts over the sequence of chain-codes, a method us-

ing 2D contexts was shown recently to have the best per-

formance for compressing the depth image contours [6].

1.1. Preview

In this paper we study two chain-code alternative repre-

sentations for lossless contour compression: the three-

orthogonal direction (3OT) representation and the differ-

ential Freeman (AF4) representation both used in four-

connectivity neighborhood.

Depth map images and fractal images are used in the

experiments since these types of images contain areas char-

acterized by a high density zones of contour segments and

contour segment intersections, where from one contour

point there is not only one way to continue describing the

contour, but also two or three other ways. Hence, we stud-

ied different methods for ordering the contour segments

and creating one string of symbols from the contour map.

To signal the starting positions of the contour segments

and intersection points of the contour segments, we intro-

duce the matrix of anchor points, Υ.

The last step in the algorithm is to entropy encode the

strings of symbols with the Context Tree Algorithm. Dif-

ferent context trees are designed by using different tree-

depths when encoding a bitstream. The plot codelength

versus encoding runtime can be used for selecting the con-

text tree which offers the best trade-off performance-time

complexity. The similarity and the robustness of the ob-

tained context trees are studied over several databases.

1.2. Notations

The input of our algorithm is the initial (depth/fractal)

image I , a matrix with nr rows and nc columns. Any

segmentation image can be used as an input as long as a

contour segment, Γk, separates the regions, Ωk, character-

ized by different values in the input image. For each pixel

(x, y), an integer Ix,y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2B−1} is stored using

B bits to define the different regions of the segmentation.

In out tests we used B = 8 bits.
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Figure 1. A 3× 3 image representation: each pixels of the

image is represented by a square marked Ii,j in the center,

and bordered by four crack-edges. A crack-edge separat-

ing two pixels from different regions is called active and

is marked in red; the inactive crack-edges are marked in

green. Each active crack-edges is bordered by two ver-

tices, denoted Pk and Pk+1, and marked in blue.

The contour map of the input image is represented by

horizontal and vertical crack-edges. We denoted crack-

edge the contour line segment that separates two neigh-

boring pixels. If the pixels belong to two different regions,

the crack-edge is called active; if the pixels belong to the

same region, the crack-edge is called inactive. A hori-

zontal crack-edge is set between two neighboring pixels

from two image rows, while a vertical crack-edge is set

between two neighboring pixels from two image columns.

The ends of the active crack-edge are called vertices de-

noted Pk and Pk+1.

In the lossless contour compression active crack-edge

are encoded using the position of their surrounding ver-

tices. The contour map consists of nΓ contour segments,

and is stored using vectors of consecutive vertices on each

contour segment, denoted Γk, k = 1, 2, . . . nΓ.

Figure 1 shows an example of an image containing two

regions: Ω1 = {I1,1, I2,1, I2,2, I3,1, I3,2} marked in gray,

and Ω2 = {I1,2, I1,3, I2,3, I3,3} marked in white. The

contour map separating the two regions contains one con-

tour segment that is stored using the vertex representation

as: Γ1 = [P1 P2 P3 P4 P5]
T .

Each contour line segment from the contour map is en-

coded using a chain-code representation: AF4 or 3OT (see

Appendix A). The algorithm translates the vector of con-

secutive vertices Γk into a vector of chain-code symbols,

denoted Sk
AF4, respectively Sk

3OT (the first two vertices in

each vector, P1 and P2 need to be encoded separately).

2. THE ANCHOR POINTS MATRIX

The auxiliary information, regarding specific positions in

the contour map, are encoded by signaling the (x, y) posi-

tions in a matrix Υ, called here the anchor points matrix.

The matrix Υ, with nr+1 rows and nc+1 columns, is ini-

tially filled with zeros, while the anchor points are stored

as Υ(x, y) = c, where c ∈ {1, 2, 3} is a symbol that sig-

nals the type of information stored in the position. Finally,

Υ is vectorized and vec(Υ) is encoded using the Context

Tree Algorithm.

2.1. Starting point positions

For encoding a vertex Pk+2, a chain-code symbol is gene-

rated using the previous two vertices Pk and Pk+1. There-

fore, a chain-code vector encodes the elements of Γk, ex-

cept the first two vertices P1 and P2.

There is no a priori information to encode P1, that is

why this auxiliary information is encoded using the an-

chor points matrix by signaling the vertex positions using

the symbol c = 1, and by setting Υ(P1) = c. The posi-

tion of the vertex P2 is encoded by a F4 symbol generated

using its relative position to P1.

2.2. Vertex classification

Figure 1 shows that a vertex not on the edge of the image

is a crossing point for two horizontal crack-edges and two

vertical crack-edges. Hence, the vertices can be classi-

fied according to the number of neighboring vertices: two

neighbors (majority type); three neighbors, denoted P 3
k ;

and four neighbors, denoted P 4
k . The chain code repre-

sentation encodes the first type of vertices using one pass,

while for the others a second pass is required.

In a column search for the starting position, P1, of an

contour segment Γk, if the current vertex P1 was never

visited, then P1 �= P 3
k and P1 �= P 4

k , since there will

always be an unvisited neighboring vertex ”up-ward” or

”left” to its position. Hence, P1 is a two neighbors type

of vertex, but if Γk is not a closed contour segment, the

vertex is the starting position of two contour segments that

are saved using the vectors: Γk and Γk+1. This ”double”

starting positions are signaled by Υ(P1) = 2.

When a contour segment is translated into a vector, if

a P 3
k vertex position is reached, there are two more op-

tions to continue to describe a contour segment. Since

we want to have as may ”0” chain-code symbols as pos-

sible in the vector, we impose the rule: if possible, ”go

forward”, else try the following order list of symbol posi-

tions: →, ↓,←, ↑. After the next vertex is selected, P 3
k has

only one unvisited neighboring vertex position, therefore

P 3
k will be the first vertex (P1) or the last vertex (ending

point of the contour segment) of Γk.

For the P 4
k vertex type there are always two in-out

passes, and since we want to have as may ”0” chain-code

symbols as possible we impose the rule: ”go forward”

from a P 4
k vertex. When encoding a vector of chain-code

symbols, the information about its length is required, but

Γk always ends in the edge of the image or with a P 3
k ver-

tex. However, reaching the edge of the image is always

detected. Encoding the length of the chain-code vector

needs a large bitstream, therefor the following rule was

set: at the decoder, the last element of the Γk is detected

at the edge of the image or when a P 3
k vertex, with all of

its three neighboring vertices visited, is reached. At the
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second pass through P 4
k , its position can be misidentified

as a P 3
k vertex, that is why the P 4

k vertex position are sig-

naled by Υ(P 4
k ) = 3.

2.3. Γk selection strategies

The chain code representation is encoding contour seg-

ments. In an image with a complex contour there are a

lot of vertices of P 3
k and P 4

k types that introduce auxiliary

information encoded with a bits/vertex ratio much higher

than a chain-code symbol. Each P 3
k vertex introduces a

starting position which together with the P 4
k vertex po-

sition are encoded by Υ. Hence, the selection strategies

for selecting Γk from the contour map, plays an important

role in contour compression.

A first approach is to search on the edges of the image

for the first vertex position P1 of a contour segment. From

the first vertex column the first vertex is selected as P1 for

Γ1, and go through the contour segment until the current

vertex position has no more neighboring active vertices.

Below we introduce two strategies to select the contour

segments.

The vectors of chain-code symbols are ordered in one

vector of chain-code symbols, denoted SAF4, respectively

S3OT , in the order of the starting positions P1.

2.3.1. Anchor point position (APP)

The strategy is based on a repetitive column-wise search

for the P1 vertex positions in the contour map. The matrix

Υ is populated with a lot of auxiliary information signaled

using the following symbols: ”1”, ”2”, and ”3”.

2.3.2. Relative position (RP)

This strategy has a slightly different perspective: when we

go through each contour segment Γk, the P 3
k vertex posi-

tions are saved in a vector of possible starting positions,

denoted Φ.

After the current contour segment is stored in Γk, the

starting position P1, for the next contour segment, is sear-

ched in Φ and is set as the first unvisited vertex of type

P 3
k . Some of the P 3

k vertices may already be visited as

they could have been the end vertex for Γk−τ , τ ≥ 0, and

are removed form Φ together with the already selected el-

ements. Every time Φ = ∅, the column-wise search for

the next starting position is done until Φ �= ∅, or until

there are no more contour segments in the contour map

matrix.

The starting positions and the P 4
k positions are en-

coded using the matrix Υ and the selected elements from

Φ, that are saved in a vector Ψ, whose elements contains

the relative position of the starting positions P1 in Γk−τ .

3. CONTEXT TREE CODING ALGORITHM

The last step of the algorithm is the entropy coding of the

vectors of the symbols using the context tree algorithm.

More precisely, in this way are encoded: the vectors of

chain-code symbols, SAF4, respectively S3OT ; the vector

of F4 symbols for encoding the position of the vertices P2;

and the anchor points matrix Υ.

The context tree algorithm encodes a string of sym-

bols, denoted v, where each element belongs to a small

alphabet having nsym symbols. An important parameter

for the algorithm is the tree-depth, d, to which the context

tree is allowed to grow, i.e. the maximum context length

of previous symbols used to encode the current symbol.

In literature there are a lot of methods on how to de-

termine the optimal context tree, see [7, 8, 9]. The context

tree algorithm implemented for this paper contains the fol-

lowing steps:

(T1.) Create the context tree T with the depth d. Each

(parent) node contains nsym leafs (child nodes), i.e. a total

of ((nsym)d+1 − 1)/(nsym − 1) nodes.

(T2.) First pass through v. For each node of T (d), the

distribution of the symbols in the alphabet is collected.

The values from each node represent the maximum num-

ber of appearances, for each symbol, in the context ob-

tained by going through context tree, T (d, v), obtained

for the v, from the current node to the root node.

(T3.) Go through T (d, v) and set for each node the

estimated codelength, using the Laplace predictive prob-

ability, computed when the bitstream of symbols is en-

coded with the obtained distribution. For a better runtime,

the Laplace predictive probability is computed using the

Gamma function (see Appendix B).

(T4.) Prune T (d, v) using the rule: cut the child nodes

of the current parent node, if the sum of estimated code-

length of the children nodes and the estimated codelength

of the part the of the bitsream that encodes the child nodes

of the context tree, is greater than the estimated code-

length of the parent node. We estimated the codelengh for

encoding one child node as CLchild = 1 bit. The pruning

process output is the optimal context tree T ∗(d, v).
(T5.) Encode the context tree T ∗(d, v) using a vector

of symbols {0, 1}, by encoding: ”0”, if the current node

is a tree branch (has child nodes); and ”1”, if the current

node is a tree leaf (terminal node).

(T6.) Second pass: encode v using T ∗(d, v).
When the input image Ii, from each datasets, is en-

coded, the information that has the highest codelength is

the vector of chain-code symbols. Therefore, in this paper

we study the optimal context tree T ∗

i = T ∗(d, SAF4(Ii))
(respectively T ∗

i = T ∗(d, S3OT (Ii))) obtained for the im-

age Ii. We denote L(Ii, T
∗

i ) the codelength needed to en-

code the contour of the image Ii using the optimal context

tree T ∗

i from the image Ii, and L(Ii, T
∗

j ) the codelength

needed to encode the contour of the image Ii using the

optimal context tree T ∗

j from the image Ij .

To measure the similarities of the optimal context trees,

we introduced the similarity matrix S:

S(i, j) =
L(Ii, T

∗

j )− L(Ii, T
∗

i )

|S3OT |
, (1)

where |S3OT | is the length of the vector S3OT . Further-

more, S(i, j) represents the extra number of bits per each

symbol (bps) needed to encode the contour of the image

Ii, using a different context tree (T ∗

j ) then the optimal

context tree (T ∗

i ).
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(a) Fractal images: Mandelbrot set

(b) Depth images: breakdancers dataset

(c) Depth images: Middlebury dataset

Figure 2. Pseudo-color images for: (a) Mandelbrot (60th

iteration); (b) breakdancers (image depth-cam0-f000); and

(c) Middlebury (dolls, third size, left view) dataset.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are carried out using two types

of images: fractal images and depth images. The contour

of the fractal images is generated for the Mandelbrot set

[10]. The images are obtained using the initializations:

xmin = −2.1, xmax = 0.6, ymin = −1.2, ymax = 1.2,

for a grid of 1000×1000, and are saved from the sixth iter-

ation to the 70th iteration (65 images). Figure 2(a) shows

a pseudo-color image for the 60th iteration.

The contour of the depth images from two dataset was

also used in our experiments: breakdancers [11], view 1
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(a) Fractal images: Mandelbrot set
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(a) Depth images: breakdancers dataset
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(a) Depth images: Middlebury dataset

Figure 3. Comparison between AF4 and 3OT chain-code

representation for: (a) Mandelbrot, (b) breakdancers, and

(c) Middlebury dataset.

(cam0), frames 0− 99 (100 images), see Figure 2(b) for a

pseudo-color image of frame 0; and Middlebury [12] (162
images), see Figure 2(c) for a pseudo-color image of the

dolls image.

4.1. Chain-code representations

In the first sequence of tests, the AF4 and 3OT representa-

tions are studied. In Figure 3 results for the three datasets

are presented as plots of bits per symbol (bps) vs. file

index (or iteration). The tests are carried out using con-

text tree-depth d = 25 and using the APP strategy for

generating Γk. The bps value is calculated as the sum

for the bits required for encoding the optimal context tree
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(a) Fractal images: Mandelbrot set
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(b) Depth images: breakdancers dataset
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(c) Depth images: Middlebury dataset

Figure 4. Comparison between APP and RP strategies for

generating Γk for: (a) Mandelbrot, (b) breakdancers, and

(c) Middlebury dataset.

T ∗(25, S3OT ) (resp. T ∗(25, SAF4)), and the vector of

chain-code symbols S3OT (resp. SAF4) using the con-

text tree, divided by the number of symbols, |S3OT | (resp.

|SAF4|).
Figure 3(a) shows that the 3OT representation gen-

erally obtains better results than the AF4 representation,

that is why all other tests are conducted using the 3OT
chain code representation.

4.2. Γk selecting strategies

In the second sequence of tests the two strategies, APP and

RP, for generating the vectors of vertices Γk are compared.

Tests are carried out using the context tree-depth d = 20.
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(b) Depth images: breakdancers dataset
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(c) Depth images: Middlebury dataset

Figure 5. Tree-depth for each image in the: (a) Mandel-

brot; (b) breakdancers; and (c) Middlebury dataset.

In Figure 4 results for the three datasets are presented

as plots of bits per pixel (bpp) vs. file index (or iteration).

The figure shows the codelength obtained by compressing

the contour information, since the strings of symbols ob-

tained with the two strategies are different. APP strategy

obtains better results and it was used in all other tests.

4.3. Context tree-depth

In the third sequence of test, for selecting an appropriate

value for the context tree parameter d, the test are con-

ducted using, d = 25, so that the tree-depth of the optimal

context tree can be determined. Figure 5 shows that the

tree-depth d∗ for T ∗ varies between 17 and 25.

Using d = 25, the initial created balanced context tree
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Figure 6. Codelength obtained for different values for

the context tree-depth, d, and the encoding runtime for

Bowling2 (half size, left view), from Middlebury dataset.

has (326 − 1)/2 nodes, a large enough number of nodes.

Therefore, the gain obtained by increment d∗max was stud-

ied. Figure 6 shows the codelength value obtained by set-

ting d = 10, . . . , 25 and the encoding runtime for the two

chain-code representation. One can see that the runtime

price paid for using a large d is very high compared to

the codelength gain. Hence, d∗ = 17 was selected as the

appropriate value.

4.4. Similarity of the context trees

In the last sequence of tests we used: the 3OT represen-

tation, APP strategy, and set d = 17. Figure 7(a) shows

the surface representation of the similarity matrix S for

the Mandelbrot set. The images obtained for the last itera-

tions have the optimal context tree T ∗ similar since only a

few values are modified in the selected grid (a few pixels

are different).

Figures 7(b) shows the surface or the breakdancers

dataset. One can see that the sequence of images has sim-

ilar T ∗: the maximum variation is 0.0024 bps, however

the optimal is always T ∗

i .

Figures 7(c) shows the surface for Middlebury, where

the images have different optimal context trees: the maxi-

mum variation is 0.0531 bps.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we studied the lossless contours compression

of depth and fractal images by representing the contour in

two alternative chain-code representations. The simula-

tion has shown that the 3OT representation obtains gen-

erally better results comparing with the AF4 representa-

tion. Two strategies for selecting and ordering the contour

segments were presented and the Anchor Point Position

(APP) strategy, based on searching the starting positions

P1 for each Γk in a column-wise way, was the best.

We studied the context tree coding and selected the

appropriated context tree-depth as d = 17, due to good

encoding performance in a small runtime.

(a) Fractal images: Mandelbrot set

(b) Depth images: breakdancers dataset

(c) Depth images: Middlebury dataset

Figure 7. The similarity matrix of the optimal context

trees of the images from: (a) Mandelbrot, (b) break-

dancers, and (c) Middlebury datasets.

The similarity of the context trees of the images in dif-

ferent datasets was also studied and the results showed

that the optimal context trees of a sequence of images are

similar, but only the optimal context tree for each images

obtains the best result.
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(a) AF4 representation (b) 3OT representation

Figure 8. Representing the position of the unknown vertex Pk+2, marked with blue, using the position of the known

vertices Pk, Pk+1, marked with turquoise, and using one: (a) AF4 symbol; (b) 3OT symbol. The unknown active crack-

edges are marked with red arrows; the known active crack-edge is marked with magenta.

APPENDIX A. Chain-code representations

The chain-code representation is a simple way to encode

a contour segment described using a vertex representa-

tion Γk = [P1, P2, . . . , Pk, Pk+1, Pk+2, . . .]. A chain-

code symbol encodes the position of a vertex, Pk+2, using

its relative position to the previous two vertices, Pk and

Pk+1, in Γk.

F4 and AF4 chain code representation

In the 4-connectivity neighborhood, there are four possi-

bilities to move from one vertex position to another: ”up-

ward” (↑), ”downward” (↓), ”right” (→) and ”left”(←).

Therefore, it was natural to create a representation using

an alphabet of these four symbols, called F4 representa-

tion. The current position is reached using one of this four

symbols, that is why the position of Pk+1 relative to Pk

can be encoded using an alphabet of three symbols since

the possibility of going back is excluded, Pk+1 �= Pk−1.

Differential Freeman (AF4) chain-code is an example

of code that is based on this idea. The AF4 representation

uses the alphabet: ”0” - ”go forward”; ”1” - ”go left”, and

”2” - ”go right” (see Figure 8(a)).

3OT chain code representation

The second chain-code representation is the 3-orthogonal

direction (3OT) representation. It is based on the three

relative changes of orthogonal directions and uses two pa-

rameters: orientation and direction. The orientation refers

to a horizontal or vertical movement. If the orientation

is ”horizontal”, the direction can be ”upward” or ”down-

ward”, while if the orientation is ”vertical”, then the di-

rection can be ”left” or ”right”.

The representation has an alphabet of three symbols

(see Figure 8(b)): ”0” or ”go forward”, the direction and

orientation are not changed; ”1” or ”change orientation”,

the orientation is changed, and the direction remains the

same; ”2” or ”go back”, both orientation and direction are

changing.

APPENDIX B. Laplace predictive probabil-

ity using Gamma function

Lets assume a sequence of symbols xi, i = 1, . . . , nx,

with the elements belonging to alphabet {s1, s2, . . . , sns},

with the distribution of symbols (N1, N2, . . . , Nns), obey-

ing:
∑ns

i=1
Ni = nx.

The estimated codelength computed using the Laplace

predictive probability of the bitstream is written as:

CL = − log2

(∏N1

i=1
(i) · . . . ·

∏Nns

i=1
(i)

ns · . . . · (ns+ nx − 1)

)
. (2)

Gamma function for positive integers is defined as:

Γ(n) = (n− 1)!. It is easy to see that now:

CL = −

ns∑
i=1

(log2(Γ(Ni + 1)))− log2(Γ(ns))

+ log2(Γ(nx + ns)). (3)

The Gamma function can be estimated using Rock-

taeschel ln(Γ(z)) approximation combined with Γ(z) ap-

proximation, in the Stirling approximation:

ln(Γ(z)) = z ln(z)− z −
ln( z

2π
)

2
+

1

12z
−

1

360z3
. (4)
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